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Abstract
Kepler's laws of planetary motion are consistent with Newtonian mechanics.
The trajectory of motion resulting from general solution of two body system is a conic section. Subject
to initial velocities and relative mass, eccentricity of conic section can have dierent values. We interpret a
conic section for dierent eccentricity to represent dierent types of trajectories. We have already discussed
straight line and circular trajectories.

In this module, we shall discuss elliptical trajectory, which is the

trajectory of a planet in the solar system.
In a general scenario of two body system, involving elliptical trajectory, each body revolves around the
common center of mass called barycenter. The two elliptical paths intersect, but bodies are not at the
point of intersection at the same time and as such there is no collision.
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Two body system

Figure 1: Elliptical trajectories

In this module, however, we shall keep our focus on the planetary motion and Kepler's planetary laws.
We are basically seeking to describe planetary motion  particularly that in our solar system. The trajectory
of planet is elliptical with one qualication. The Sun, being many times heavier than the planets, is almost
at rest in the reference frame of motion. It lies at one of the foci of the elliptical path of the planets around
it. Here, we assume that center of mass is about same as the center of Sun. Clearly, planetary motion is a
special case of elliptical motion of two body system interacted by mutual attraction.
We should, however, be aware that general solution of planetary motion involves second order dierential
equation, which is solved using polar coordinates.

1 Ellipse
We need to learn about the basics of elliptical trajectory and terminology associated with it. It is important
from the point of view of applying laws of Newtonian mechanics. We shall, however, be limited to the basics
only.

1.1 Conic section
Conic section is obtained by the intersection of a plane with a cone. Two such intersections, one for a circle
and one for an ellipse are shown in the gure.
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Conic sections

Figure 2: Two conic sections representing a circle and an ellipse are shown.

1.2 Elliptical trajectory
Here, we recount the elementary geometry of an ellipse in order to understand planetary motion.
equation of an ellipse centered at the origin of a rectangular coordinate (0,0) is :

x2
y2
+ 2 =1
2
a
b
where a is semi-major axis and b is semi-minor axis as shown in the gure.
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Ellipse

Figure 3: Semi major and minor axes of an ellipse

Note that 

F1

 and 

F2

 are two foci of the ellipse.

1.3 Eccentricity
The eccentricity of a conic section is measure of how dierent it is from a circle. Higher the eccentricity,
greater is deviation. The eccentricity (e) of a conic section is dened in terms of a and b as :

s
e=

kb2
1− 2
a



where k is 1 for an ellipse, 0 for parabola and -1 for hyperbola. The values of eccentricity for dierent
trajectories are as give here :
1. The eccentricity of a straight line is 1, if we consider b=0 for the straight line.
2. The eccentricity of an ellipse falls between 0 and 1.
3. The eccentricity of a circle is 0
4. The eccentricity of a parabola is 1.
5. The eccentricity of a hyperbola is greater than 1.

1.4 Focal points
Focal points (

F1

and

F2

) lie on semi major axis at a distance from the origin given by
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Focal points

Figure 4: Focal distances from the center of ellipse

f = ae
The focus of an ellipse is at a distance ae from the center on the semi-major axis. Area of the ellipse
is "π ab".

1.5 Semi latus rectum
Semi latus rectum is equal to distance between one of the foci and ellipse as measured along a line perpendicular to the major axis. This is shown in the gure.
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Semi latus rectum

Figure 5: Semi latus rectum is perpendicular distance as shown in the gure.

For an ellipse, Semi latus rectum has the expression in terms of a and b as :

`=

b2
a

We can also express the same involving eccentricity as :

⇒ ` = a 1 − e2



2 Solar system
The solar system consists of Sun and its planets. The reason they are together is gravitation. The mass of
the planet is relatively small with respect to Sun. For example, Earth compares about

105

times smaller in

mass with respect to Sun :
Mass of Earth :

5.98X1024

kg

1.99X1030

kg

Mass of Sun :

The planetary motion, therefore, ts nicely with elliptical solution obtained from consideration of mechanics. Sun, being many times heavier, appears to be at the center of mass of the system i.e. at one of
the foci, while planets revolve around it in elliptical orbits of dierent eccentricities.
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2.1 Equation in polar coordinates
Polar coordinates generally suite geometry of ellipse. The gure shows the polar coordinates of a point on
the ellipse. It is important to note that one of foci serves as the origin of polar coordinates, whereas the
other focus lies on the negative x-axis. For this reason orientation of x-axis is reversed in the gure. The
angle is measured anti-clockwise and the equation of ellipse in polar coordinates is :

Equation in polar coordinate

Figure 6: Second focus lies on negative x-axis.

r=

`
1 + ecosθ

Substituting expression for semi latus rectum


a 1 − e2
⇒r=
1 + ecosθ

2.1.1 Perihelion distance
Perihelion position corresponds to minimum distance between Sun and planet. If we consider Sun to be at
one focus (say
0

◦

F1

), then perihelion distance is "

F1 A

" as shown in the gure. We can see that angle

for this position.

⇒ rmin
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Minimum and maximum distance

Figure 7: Positions correspond to perihelion and aphelion positions.

From the gure also, it is clear that minimum distance is equal to a - ae= a(1-e).

2.1.2 Aphelion distance
Aphelion position corresponds to maximum distance between Sun and planet. If we consider Sun to be at
one focus (say
180

◦

F1

), then perihelion distance is "

F1 A'

" as shown in the gure. We can see that angle

θ

=

for this position.

⇒ rmax =


a 1 − e2
= a (1 + e)
1−e

From the gure also, it is clear that maximum distance is equal to a + ae= a(1+e).
We can also prove that the semi-major axis, a is arithmetic mean, whereas semi-minor axis, b, is
geometric mean of 

rmin

 and 

rmax .

3 Description of planetary motion
We can understand planetary motion by recognizing important aspects of motion like force, velocity, angular
momentum, energy etc. The rst important dierence to motion along circular path is that linear distance
between Sun and planet is not constant. The immediate implication is that gravitation force is not constant.
It is maximum at perihelion position and minimum at aphelion position.
If R is the radius of curvature at a given position on the elliptical trajectory, then centripetal force
equals gravitational force as given here :

GM m
mv 2
= mω 2 R =
R
r2
Where M and m are the mass of Sun and Earth; and r is the linear distance between Sun and Earth.
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Except for parameters r and R, others are constant in the equation. We note that radii of curvature
at perihelion and aphelion are equal. On the other hand, centripetal force is greatest at perihelion and least
at aphelion. From the equation above, we can also infer that both linear and angular velocities of planet are
not constant.

3.1 Angular momentum
The angular velocity of the planet about Sun is not constant. However, as there is no external torque working
on the system, the angular momentum of the system is conserved. Hence, angular momentum of the system
is constant unlike angular velocity.
The description of motion in angular coordinates facilitates measurement of angular momentum. In the
gure below, linear momentum is shown tangential to the path in the direction of velocity.

We resolve

the linear momentum along the parallel and perpendicular to radial direction. By denition, the angular
momentum is given by :

Angular momentum

Figure 8: Angular momentum of the system is constant.

L = rXp⊥
L = rXp⊥ = rmv⊥ = rmXωr = mωr2
Since mass of the planet m is constant, it emerges that the term 

ωr2

 is constant. It clearly shows

that angular velocity (read also linear velocity) increases as linear distance between Sun and Earth decreases
and vice versa.
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3.2 Maximum and minimum velocities
Maximum velocity corresponds to perihelion position and minimum to aphelion position in accordance with
maximum and minimum centripetal force at these positions.

We can nd expressions of minimum and

maximum velocities, using conservation laws.

Maximum and minimum velocities

Figure 9: Velocities at these positions are perpendicular to semi major axis.

Let 

r1

 and 

r2

 be the minimum and maximum distances, then :

r1 = a (1 − e)
r2 = a (1 + e)
We see that velocities at these positions are perpendicular to semi major axis. Applying conservation of
angular momentum,

L = r1 mv1 = r2 mv2
r1 v1 = r2 v2
Applying conservation of energy, we have :

Substituting for 

v2

, 

r1
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1
GM m
1
GM m
mv 2 −
= mv22 −
2 1
r1
2
r2
and  r2 , we have :
s


GM 1 + e
v1 = vmax = {
a
1−e
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s
v2 = vmin =

{

GM
a



1−e
1+e



3.3 Energy of Sun-planet system
As no external force is working on the system and there is no non-conservative force, the mechanical energy of
the system is conserved. We have derived expression of linear velocities at perihelion and aphelion positions
in the previous section. We can, therefore, nd out energy of Sun-planet system by determining the same
at either of these positions.
Let us consider mechanical energy at perihelion position. Here,

E=

1
GM m
mv12 −
2
r1

Substituting for velocity and minimum distance, we have :

mGM (1 + e)
GM m
−
2a (1 + e)
a (1 − e)


1+e
mGM
−1
⇒E=
a (1 − e)
2


mGM
e−1
⇒E=
a (1 − e)
2

⇒E=

⇒E=−

GM m
2a

We see that expression of energy is similar to that of circular trajectory about a center with the exception
that semi major axis a replaces the radius of circle.

3.4 Kepler's laws
Johannes Kepler analyzed Tycho Brahe's data and proposed three basic laws that govern planetary motion
of solar system. The importance of his laws lies in the fact that he gave these laws long before Newton's
laws of motion and gravitation. The brilliance of the Kepler's laws is remarkable as his laws are consistent
with Newton's laws and conservation laws.
Kepler proposed three laws for planetary motion. First law tells about the nature of orbit. Second law
tells about the speed of the planet. Third law tells about time period of revolution.

•
•
•

Law of orbits
Law of velocities
Law of time periods

3.4.1 Law of orbits
The rst law (law of orbits) is stated as :

Denition 1: Law of orbits
The orbit of every planet is an ellipse with the sun at one of the foci.
This law describes the trajectory of a planet, which is an ellipse  not a circle.
application of mechanics also provides for elliptical trajectory.
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mechanics yields possibilities of other trajectories as well. Thus, we can conclude that Kepler's law of orbit
is consistent with Newtonian mechanics.
We should, however, note that eccentricity of elliptical path is very small for Earth (0.0167) and large
for Mercury (0.206) and Pluto (0.25).

3.4.2 Law of velocities
Law of velocities is a statement of comparative velocities of planets at dierent positions along the elliptical
path.

Denition 2: Law of velocities
The line joining a planet and Sun sweeps equal area in equal times in the planet's orbit.
This law states that the speed of the planet is not constant as generally might have been conjectured
from uniform circular motion. Rather it varies along its path. A given area drawn to the focus is wider when
it is closer to Sun. From the gure, it is clear that planet covers smaller arc length when it is away and a
larger arc length when it is closer for a given orbital area drawn from the position of Sun. It means that
speed of the planet is greater at positions closer to the Sun and smaller at positions away from the Sun.

Equal area swept in equal time

Figure 10: Speed of the planet is greater at positions closer to the Sun and smaller at positions away
from the Sun.

Further on close examination, we nd that Kepler's second law, as a matter of fact, is an statement of
the conservations of angular momentum. In order to prove this, let us consider a small orbital area as shown
in the gure.
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Area swept

Figure 11: Time rate of area is statement of conservation of angular momentum.

∆A =

1
1
1
XBaseXHeight = r∆θr = r2 ∆θ
2
2
2

For innitesimally small area, the area speed of the planet (the time rate at which it sweeps orbital
area drawn from the Sun) is :

⇒

1 θ
1
A
= r2 = r2 ω
t
2 t
2

Now, to see the connection of this quantity with angular momentum, let us write the equation of angular
momentum :

L = rXp⊥ = rmv⊥ = rmXωr = mωr2
⇒ ωr2 =

L
m

Substituting this expression in the equation of area  speed, we have :

⇒

A
L
=
θ
2m

As no external torque is assumed to exist on the Sun-planet system, its angular momentum is conserved.
Hence, parameters on the right hand side of the equation i.e. L and m are constants. This yields that
area-speed is constant as proposed by Kepler.
We can interpret the above result other way round also. Kepler's law says that area-speed of a planet is
constant. His observation is based on measured data by Tycho Brahe. It implies that angular momentum
of the system remains constant. This means that no external torque applies on the Sun  planet system.
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3.4.3 Law of time periods
The law relates time period of the planet with semi major axis of the elliptical trajectory.

Denition 3: Law of time periods
The square of the time period of a planet is proportional to the cube of the semi-major axis.
We have already seen in the case of circular trajectory around a larger mass and also in the case of
two body system (see Two body system - circular motion )in which each body is moving along two circular
trajectories that time period is given by :
3

2πr 2
T =p
(GM )
The expression of time period for elliptical trajectory is similar except that semi-major axis replaces r.
We have not proved this in the module, but can be so derived. Squaring each of the side and replacing "r"
by "a", we have :

⇒ T2 =

4π 2 a3
GM

⇒ T 2 ∝ a3

4 Conclusions
Thus, we conclude the following :

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

The planet follows a elliptical path about Sun.
The Sun lies at one of the foci.
Gravitational force, centripetal force, linear and angular velocities are variable with the motion.
Velocities are maximum at perihelion and minimum at aphelion.
Although angular velocity is variable, the angular momentum of the system is conserved.
The expression of total mechanical energy is same as in the case of circular motion with the exception

that semi major axis, a, replaces radius, r.

7:

The expression of time period is same as in the case of circular motion with the exception that semi

major axis, a, replaces radius, r.

8:

Kepler's three laws are consistent with Newtonian mechanics.
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